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Research purposes and research task:

- **Research purposes:**

  Thesis analyzes financial situation of enterprise in general, and of of Tam Chau Ltd. Company in particular. On the basis of assessment of the state of corporate financial analysis, determine the direction to improve corporate financial analyst at Tam Chau Ltd. Company.

- **Research task:**

  - Evaluating the financial real situation at Tam Chau Ltd. Company through the 2009, 2010, 2011. Then finding out the results and limitations of the company.
  
  - Proposing solutions to improve financial analyst at the Company which helps the Executive Board Company has more basis in making financial decisions for production and business activities achieve the best performance; aims to develop safe, sustainable and efficient.

New contributions:

- Analysing clearly about financial situation in Tam Chau Company.
  
- Recomending some solutions to improve the analysis financial situation of Tam Chau Ltd. Company.